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It is shown that the {3 -decay current is uniquely determined by the requirement that the 
divergence of its vector part vanish; along with this we have the fact that the current re
sponsible for the decay of hyperons is not conserved. If this were not so the Lagrangian 
of the strong interactions would have a symm~try that would be in contradiction with ex
perimental results on the associated production of strange particles. As a consequence 
of this the reaction 1: - A + e + v can go only through the A -type interaction, and the 
result of the experiment proposed in reference 6 must be negative. 

To explain the fact that the vector coupling con
stant for {3 decay does not undergo renormaliza
tion, despite the existence of the strong interactions, 
Feynmann and Gell-Mann1 have suggested that the 
vector part of the {3 -decay Lagrangian involves 
only currents that are conserved in the presence 
of strong interaction (cf. also reference 2). In this 
connection the question arises as to the extent to 
which the current responsible for {3 decay is 
uniquely determined by the requirement that its 
divergence vanish. Furthermore it is not obvious 
a priori whether the current responsible for the 
decay of hyperons is conserved. At the beginning 
one can only assert that the existence of a current 
with a vanishing divergence means the conserva
tion of a certain vector, and consequently means 
an additional symmetry of the interaction Lagrang
ian. Pais3 has shown that certain classes of such 
symmetries lead to contradictions with the experi
ments on associated production of strange particles. 
It will be shown here that from the results of Pais 
it follows that the {3 -decay current is uniquely de
termined and the current responsible for the decay 
of hyperons is not conserved. 

The strong-interaction Lagrangian can be writ
ten in the form (boldface letters denote isovectors, 
i.e., vectors in the isotopic space) 

L = {gt (Ni"(o-tN) + g2 (Ai15E + fi15A) 

- igs [EiloEl + g, (8i15-:E)} ~ 

+ {go(Ni"(0A) K + gs (Ni"(5-tF.)K +g7K(Ai1o't2E) 

-+- g8K (Ei"(5't2-tE) ;-Herro. conj.}. (1) 

The only difference from the notations of the paper 
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of d' Espagnat, Prentki, and Salam4 is that the sign 
of g2 is changed, whereas in Pais's notation3 

gi = Gi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), g5 = F1o g6 = F2, g7 = -iF3, 
g8 = -iF 4• The assumption that K has a parity 
different from that of A and 1: is immaterial. 

It is not hard to see that in virtue of the conser
vation laws for baryon number, strangeness, and 
charge and the isotopic invariance of the theory 
with the Lagrangian (1), we have for arbitrary val
ues of the gj conservation of the isoscalar cur
rents 

J~ = (Ni"(IJ.N) + (Ai'I11-A) + (fi111-E) + {EiliJ.E), (2) 

b = - (i\i'I11-A)- (fi11J.E) 

and also the isovector current 

J~ = (Ni'liJ.-:N)- 2i [Eii11-EJ + (EiliJ.-:8) 

+ 2 [n ~] + i (K*-: !..!5._- aK* 't/(). 
axil- axil- axil-

(3) 

(4) 

Furthermore the Lagrangian for the electroma~
netic interactions has the form i ( J~ + j~ + ( JJ.l. l3) 
xAw 

If the bare masses of the A and the 1: are 
equal, and the coupling constants satisfy the rela
tions 

g2 = sg3, g 5 = sg6, g 7 = sg8 ; m11. = m:r;; s = + 1, (5) 

then in addition to (4) we can construct another con
served current isovector 

(6) 
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The equations in (5) agree exactly with the con
ditions obtained in reference 4 for the invariance 
of the theory with respect to rotations in a four- . 
dimensional Euclidean isotopic space. On the other 
hand, Pais3 has shown that from precisely these 
conditions there follow consequences that are in 
contradiction with experiment. In fact, for € = 1 * 
the vanishing of the divergence of the component 
( JA )a corresponds to the conservation of the op
erator 

(7) 

where 
y+ = E+, yo=: (Ao- EO) J y2; 

zo:::(Ao+Eo)/Y2, .z-:::E-, (8) 

and N is the operator for a number of particles 
(Ny = Ny+ + Nyo, Nz = Nzo + Nz-). Together 
with the vanishing of the divergence of the expres
sion (3), i.e., the conservation of 

- f;y - fl z - 2N s + fl !(+ + f.! ~<'• (9) 

Eq, (7) at once means also the conservation of the 
operators introduced by Pais, 

S1 ==-Nz-Ns+Nx+, Ss=-Ny-Ns+Nf(', (10) 

which, for example, directly forbids the reaction 
1T+ + p- ~+ + ~ = y+ + K+, which has been ob
served experimentally. Therefore we can regard 
it as established that the conditions (5) are not 
satisfied, and that there is no possibility of includ
ing J~ and i,f in the {3 -decay Lagrangian. 

Direct calculation shows that it is impossible 
to construct any other conserved isovectors; con
sequently the {3 -decay current ( i;f >+ = ( i;f h + 
i ( J~ h is uniquely determined. _ 

Since furthermore there is no term ( Aiyl-'~) 
in Eq. (4), the decays ~+- A0 + e+ + v, ~--
Ao + e- + 'it can occur only owing to the renormal
ized axial-vector interaction. For this reason 
there should be no polarization of the A in such 
reactions if the ~ are not polarized, and the A 
is emitted asymmetrically for polarized ~ . 

Feynman and Gell-Mann suggested that the de
Aay of hyperons is due to the existence of currents 
with change of the strangeness. Such cu~rents will 
have half-integral isotopic spin, since from the 
quantities of the theory one can construct only ex
pressions of the types (Aiyi-'N) or (Aiyi-'TN). 
It is easy to see tha, generally speaking, such cur
rents are not conserved. Only under the conditions 

g1 = - sg2 = - g8 = g, = s"g6 = s~"g8 = s's"g7 = ss's"g8 , 

mN = mA = m!: = m8; mK = m,; s, s', s" =+I (11) 

*If s=- 1, Nyo and Nzo are interchanged in Eqs. (7)-(10). ' 

which are stronger than Eq. (5), do we get conser
vation of the current 

J~ = (i\ij"'CN) + s [(fij"N)- i (Iij"'CNJ1- s' (3ij"'C-::2.A) 

- • ,.::;-. ")) I 2. "(K. 01< oK ) (12) - ss' [(~ij"-::2E)- l [ l:.lj"'C-::2.., • ts ox" - ox" 10 ' 

and also of the currents 

- {- ['CJ~J = (Aii"~N)- s (Eij"N)- s' (Bij"'C-::2A) 

+ ss' (2ij"'t2t) + s• ([ 'C/( :x:]-[ 'C :~ ,. ]). (13; 

'CJ~ = - f 'C ['CJ~J = 3 (Aij"N)- s (tij"'CN) + 3s' (8i1""'2A) 

, ;::; . "') + 2. • ( K on oK ) - SS (~j.ljJJ.'C't2.w lS 'C -_,- -'C;;----10 . 
, vXIL vXIL 

(14) 

If there exist also other mesons besides 1T and 
K, other currents besides the expressions (12) -
(14) can be conserved. For example, if one intro
duces into the theory a pseudoscalar p meson 
having zero charge and isotopic spin and interact
ing with the baryons through the additional Lagrang-
ian terms 

L' = gp [(Nij6N)- (Aij6A)- (Ei15E) + (~ij68)J p (15) 

and impose the conditions 

g 1 = sg2 = g8 = g4; g6 = sg8 = s'g7 = ss'g8 = s"gp; 

mN=mA=mi:=m8; mP=mx; s,s',s"=±l, 

is conserved. 

{16) 

The introduction of the p meson has the result 
that aJI/I /ax ;.! o, so that the simultaneous con
servatign ol' J~ and the currents (12)- (14) is • 
impossible. It can be noted that if one uses in 
Eq. (1) the same spatial parities for A, ~, and 
K, the current (17) can be conserved as before 
(the p meson would then be scalar), and the cur
rents (12)- (14) are then not conserved. The con
ditions (11), however, and also the conditions (16), 
contain the relations (5) which are in contradiction 
with experiment. Consequently both sets of condi
tions are incapable of fulfillment, the current re
sponsible for the decay of hyperons is not conserved, 
and, accordingly, the decay coupling constants are 
subject to renormalization. This explains the fact 
that hyperon decays with lepton emission has so 
far not been observed, whereas in the absence of 
the renormalization several percent of the total 

I ty 
number of A and ~ decays should be accompa-
nied by the emission of electrons or J.t mesons 
(cf. e.g., reference 5). In addition, because of the 
nonconservation of the pion-neutrino decay current 
the correlation in the Kl-'3 decay cannot be de-
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scribed by the expression obtained in reference 6. 
Up to now we have been speaking only about 

vector currents. Since in ordinary {3 decay the 
experimental ratio of the axial-vector and vector 
coupling constants7 is I CA/Cv I = 1.14, i.e., close 
enough to unity, the question of the conservation of 
axial-vector currents is also of interest. The con
struction of such currents is impossible, however, 
in the theory with the interaction (1) unless one 
introduces additional particles. If, for example, 
we introduce a a meson that is scalar in the or
dinary and isotopic spaces8 with the interaction 

L' = ga [(NN) + (AA) + (ti:) + (SE)Ja, (18) 

then with conditions on the bare masses and coup
ling constants given by 

gJ = g2 = g3 = g4 = gG = g; 

ma = m,. = 0, (19) 

and only apart from effects of the K -meson inter
actions, we have conservation of the current 

(fJi'I5'IIL-;N) + (Ai'(5'(~~.I:) + (ti'(6'11LA)- i [tl'I5'11Lt) 

+ (;;;. ~) + 2 ( oa 0111 ) 2m 011: 
~l'I5'IIL-;~ ;;--~-a;;-- -- ~. uXIL uXI'- g u IL (20) 

The conditions (19), which differ from the Gall
Mann scheme9 by the addition of the a meson, do 
not impose the limitations (5) on the K- meson in
teraction constants, and therefore do not contradict 

experiment. Nevertheless the addition (20) to the 
vector current J;f would mean a violation of the 
assumption1 that the weak-interaction Lagrangian 
involves only fermion operators of definite spiral
ity. 

In conclusion I express my deep gratitude for a 
discussion to I. M. Shmushkevich and S. S. Ger
shteln. 
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